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September 30, 1991

The Honorable James D. Watkins
Secretary of Energy
Washington, D.C.. 20585
Dear Mr. Secretary:
On September 30, 1991, the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board, in accordance with 42
U.S.C. § 2286a(5), approved Recommendation 91-4 which is enclosed for your
consideration.
42 U.S.C § 2286d(a) requires the Board, after receipt by you, to promptly make this
recommendation available to the public in the Department of Energy's regional public
reading rooms. The Board believes the recommendation contains no information which is
classified or otllerwise restricted. To the extent this recommendation does not include
information restricted by DOE under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, 42 U.S.C §§ 2161-68,
as amended, please arrange to have this recommendation promptly placed on file in your
regional public reading rooms.
The Board intends to publish this recommendation in the Federal Register.
The Board will continue to closely follow the progress made by the contractor in correcting
safety deficiencies and activities of DOE in conducting and concluding its ORR. Most
importantly, the Board will be looking to assure itself tllat during the ORR process, and
subsequently, there has been sufficient closure of safety deficiencies to "ensure adequate
protection of the public healtll and safety" at the time of restart.
Sincerely,

)oh"~1
Chairman

Enclosure

RECOMMENDATION TO THE SECRETARY OF ENERGY
pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 22800(5)
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended.
Dated: September 30, 1991
By letter dated May 4, 1990, The Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board recommended that
prior to the resumption of operations at Rocky Flats a corr.prehensive Operational Readiness
Review (ORR) be carried ou~ by a group of experienced individuals. The Board's
Recommendation specified a number of items to be included in the review.
The Secretary of Energy accepted the Board's Recommendation and prepared an
implementation plan that was later revised and submitted to the Board on February 15, 1991.
DOE elected to conduct a separate ORR for each building that the Department proposed to
bring back into operation in processing plutonium. The analytical chemistry laboratory,
building 559, was chosen to be the first for resumption.
The implementation plan stipulated specific objectives that must be achieved for readiness of
plant and equipment (hardware), management and personnel, and management programs
(procedures, plans, etc.) prior to resumption of plutonium operations in a building. The
implementation plan also required a number of specific actions'to be undertaken including an
EG&G program to upgrade the safety of operations, followed by a non-plutonium start-up
test program and an EG&G Operational Readiness Review to confirm the adequacy of the
upgrades to insure safety of operations at that building.
Although the implementation plan recognizes that the sequence for practical reasons may not
be fully serial, it was intended that the plutonium start-up tests (functional and
preoperational) be completed for vital safety systems equipment before the EG&G Readiness
to Proceed Memorandum would be sent to DOE requesting DOE approval to commence
operations, and that subsequently DOE was to conduct its own ORR.
In his August 19, 1991 letter to the President of the Senate, The Secretary reaffirmed that
DOE's ORR will be carried out in accordance with the implementation plan approved by the
DNFSB. The Contractor, DOE, and the Board have each recognized that this first ORR
conducted at Rocky Flats will establish an important precedent for future ORR's, both at
Rocky Flats and other defense nuclear facilities.
The Board has been carefully following EG&G's and DOE's implementation of the ORR
process. The Board's staff and expert consultants have observed portions of the ORR while
they were being conducted. The Board is satisfied that the DOE established an ORR team
with competent independent experts capable of providing confidence that the findings would
be technically sound and unbiased.
While the plan recognized that some steps in the DOE ORR might begin before the EG&G
Readiness to Proceed Memorandum was issued, an ORR cannot properly be undertaken
without progress toward resumption of operations sufficient to establish that the safety

objectives have been met or an acceptable plan with reasonable schedules exists for meeting
them. The purpose of an ORR for Rocky Flats as stated in the letter from the Secretary
accepting Recommendation 90-4, is "to verify the readiness of the Rocky Flats plant to safely
resume plutonium operations". If conducted prematurely, an ORR is weakened in
accomplishing its purpose. It tends to lose its ability to provide independent confirmation of
a state of readiness, subject to planned actions, and becomes instead an adjunct to
management in identifying important areas of concern requiring further attention.
The Board finds that the DOE ORR conducted during the period June 28 to July 24 was
premature and incomplete, and thus it failed to adhere adequately to the prerequisites
established by the Secretary in the Implementation Plan for Recommendation 90-4. DOE
conducted the ORR-before sufficient progress was made by EG&G toward resumption of
plutonium operations to enable performance of an adequate DOE ORR. For example,
EG&G's self-assessment of compliance with safety-related DOE orders was in such a
preliminary stage that when DOE's team began its ORR it was unable to conduct an
evaluation of order compliance.
During the Board's public hearing in Boulder, Colorado on August 24, 1991, DOE reiterated
the finding of its ORR report that building 559 is not yet ready for resumption of plutonium
operations. We agree with this conclusion. Work previously planned by EG&G had not
been completed at the time of DOE's ORR and the completion process was not fully
developed. Therefore, the DOE ORR team was unable to complete its review in some areas
and was unable to begin such a review in others.
To ensure that its meaning is properly understood, the Board affirms that safety in a complex
operation such as that at the Rocky Flats Plant rests on layered safety features that comprise
a defense in depth. This permits safety to be achieved even when some safety provisions are
imperfectly accomplished. Therefore the Board is not objecting to the ORR on the grounds
that inadequacies were found; some could always be present. The Board finds that an
adequate Operational Readiness Review, to confirm existence of an adequate level of safety
at the planned time of operations, could not be performed at the time of DOE's review.
DOE was unable to adequately address specific Board requirements set forth in
Recommendation 90-4 and the review itemized safety deficiencies still existing in seven
major categories. DOE recognizes that it has not completed an adequate ORR for Building
559, and will have to schedule further action toward this end prior to resumption of
plutonium operations in the building.
Its independent observations and the information it had obtained in the course of numerous
briefings (two of them public) cause the Board to agree with EG&G and DOE and their
experts that the plutonium operations in building 559 can be resumed without risk to persons
off site. However, while a number of corrective actions were identified, it still remains to be
confumed that workers on site will be adequately protected.
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Since DOE has stated that the ORR of building 559 will set the standard for the following
buildings, it is essential that before operations with plutonium are resumed, this first ORR be
performed in a manner that properly adheres to the implementation Plan submitted to the
Board. Accordingly, the Board recommends that:
1.

A DOE ORR team, including a Senior Advisory Group, using as many as may still be
available of the original members, complete the ORR for building 559, but only when
(a) DOE has adequate reason to believe that the deficiencies it has identified during its
original ORR have b~n corrected or are appropriately near closure with credible
timetables tOward closure, and (b) EG&G has issued a Readiness to Proceed
Memorandum requesting DOE approval for resumption of plutonium operations in the
building, subject to scheduled elimination of the deficiencies.

2.

The DOE ORR team continue its review consistent with the requirements of the
Recommendation 90-4, and its implementation plan. Namely that the review be
structured to include, but not be limited to, the following items:

3.

o

Independent assessment of the adequacy and correctness of process and utility
systems operating procedures. Consistent with the contractor's operating
philosophy, these procedures should be in sufficient detail to permit the use of
the "procedural compliance" concept.

o

Assessment of the level of knowledge achieved during operator requalification
as evidenced by review of examination questions and examination results, and
by selective oral examinations of operators by members of the review group.

o

Examination of records of tests and calibration of safety systems and other
instruments monitoring Limiting Conditions of Operation or that satisfy
Operating Safety Requirements.

o

Verification that all plant changes including modifications of vital safety
systems plutonium processing workstations have been reviewed for potential
impact on procedures, training and requalification, and that training and
requalification have been done using the revised procedures.

o

Examination of each building's Final Safety Analysis Report to ensure that the
description of the plant and procedures and the accident analysis are consistent
with the plant as affected by safety related modifications made during the
outages period.

The DOE ORR team include in its final report a description of remaining issues
which require closure, if any, and an overall conclusion of readiness for Building 559
to resume operations.

3

4.

EG&G and DOE complete their assessment of compliance with DOE safety orders at
Building 559, and their implementation of any compensatory measures that may be
needed to achieve the objectives of compliance, as necessary and appropriate for
resumption of plutonium operations in Building 559.

4
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DEFENSE NUCLEAR FACILITIES
SAFETY BOARD
lRecommendatlon $1...)
DOE', Operational Readiness Review
Prior to Resumption 01 Plutonium
Operations at the Rocky Flats Plant
AGENCY: Defense Nuelear Facilities
Safety Board.

AcnON: Notice; recommendati~n.
SUMMARV: The

Defense Nuelelir
Fscilities Safety Board has made a
recommendation to the Secretary of
Energy pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 22860
concerning DOE's Operational
Readiness Review Prior to Resumption

of Plutonium Operations at Ihe Rocky
Flats Planl. The Board requests public
comments on this recommendation.
views, or

DATES: Comme~ts, data,

arguments concerning this
recommenda.tion are duo on or before
November7, 1991.
ADDRESSES: Send comments, data,
views, or arguments concerning this

recommendation to: Defense Nuclear
Facilities Safety Board, 625 Indiana
Avenue, NW.. suite 700, Washington,
DC 20004.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Kenneth M. PusaterI or Carole J.
Council, at the address above or
telephone (202) Z03-6400.
Dated: October 3, 1991.

John T. Conway,
Chairman.

[Recommendalion 91-4)
By leller dated May 4, 1990, The
Defense Nuelear Facilities Safety Board
recommended that prior to the

resumption of operations at Rocky Flats
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comprehensive Operational Readiness

Review (ORR) be carried out by a group
of experienced individuals. The Board's

Recommendation specified a number of
items to be included in the review.
The Secretary of Energy accepted Ibe
Board's Recommendation and prepared
an Implementation Plan that was later
revised and submitted to the Board on

February 15, 1991, DOE elected to
conduct a separate ORR for each
building that the Department proposed
to bring back Into operation in
processing plutonium. The analytical

chemistry laboratory, building 559, was
chosen to be the first for resumption.
The Implementation Plan stipulated
spe,clfic objeclives that muat be
achieved for readiness of plant and
equlpmenl (hardware), mansgemenland
personnel and management programs
(procedures, plans, etc.) prior to
resumption of plutonium operations in a
building. The Implementation Plan also
required a number ofepecillc actions to
be undertaken including an EGlkG
program 10 upgj'ade Ibe safety of
operetions, followed by a non-plutonium
start:up lest program and an EGlkG
Operational Readiness Review 10
confirm Iba adequacy of Ibe upgrades to
Insure safety of operations al that
building.
AIlbongh Ibe Implementation Plan
recognizes Ibal the sequence for
, practical reasons may nol be fully serial,
. II Was Intended Ibat the plutonlum slartup lestB (functional and preoperational)
be compleled for vital safety eyslems '
'. equipment before Ibe BGlkG Readiness
10 Proceed Memorandum would be senl
DOE requesting DOE approval to
. commerce operations. and thai
subsequently DOE was 10 conducllts
own ORR,
:
In bis August 19, 19911c1ter to Ibe
Presidenl oflbe Senate, The Secrelary
reaffirmed Ibat DOE'a ORR will be

'0

Carried out in accordance with the
Implementation Plan approved by Ibe
DNFSB. The Contractor, DOE, and Ibe
Board have ;,ech recognized thai this
lirsl ORR conducted et Rocky Flats will
estabUsh an important precedent for
fuluro ORR's bolb al Rocky Flats and
other defense nuclear facilities.
The Board has, been carefully
following EGlkG's and DOE's
'
implementation of the ORR process. The

Board's starr and expert consullants
have observed portions of the ORR
while Ibey were being conducted, The
Board.ls satisfied that Ibe DOE
established an ORR team with
competcnUndependent experta capable
of providing confidence that Ibe lindlngs
would be·technically sound end·
unbiased,

I
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While the pien recognized that some
steps In the DOE ORR might begin
before tile EG&G Readiness to Proceed
Memorandum was issued, 8n ORR
cannot properly be undertaken without
progress toward resumption of
operations sufficient to establish that
the safely obleclives have been met or
nn acceptable plan with reasonable
schedules exists for meeting them. The
purpose or an ORR for Rocky Flats as
elated in the leuer from Ibe Secretary
accepting Reconunendation 90-4. is Uto

'verify Ibe resdiness of the Rocky Flats
planl to safely resume plutonium
operations". If conducted prematurely,
an ORR Is weakened in accomplishing
its purpose. II tends to lose ita ability to
provide Independent conf1tlOation of a
atate of readln"s, subject to planned
nctions. and becomes instead on adjunct
10 management in identifying tmportant

areaS of concern requiring further
attention.

The Board finds Ibat Ibe DOE ORR
conducted during Ibe period June 2B to .
July 24 was premature and incomplete,
and Ibus it failed to adhere adequately
to Ibe pre",quisites eslabUsbed by Ibe
Secretary In Ibe Implementation Plan for
Recommendation 90-4. DOE conducled
Ibe ORR before sufficient progress was
made by EGlkG toward resumption of
plutonlum operations 10 enable '
pedormance of an adequate DOE ORR,
For example, EGlkG's seU-as~essmenl of
compliance with safety-related DOE
orders was In such a preliminary s\age
Ibat when DOE's leam began ita ORR it
WaS unable to ,conduct an evaluation of
order compliance.
. .: . ..
During Ibe Board's public hearing in
Boulder, Colorado on Augusl24. 1991,
DOE reiterated Ibe linding of its ORR
report Ibat bulldlng 559 Is nol yet ready
for resumption of plutonlum operations.
We agrae with Ibis conclusion. Work
prevIously planned by EG&G had not
been completed at the time of DOE's
ORR and Ibe completion proces"was
not fully developed. Therefo"" Ibe DOE
ORR Ieam was unable to complete Its
review In some areas and W8S unable to
begin such a review In others.
To ensure Ibat Its mesning is properly
understood, Ibe Board affirms that
safety In a complex operation such as
that el Ibe Rocky Flats Plant rests on
layered safety features thaI comprise a
defense In depth. This permits safety to
be achieved even when soine safety
provisions are imperfectly

eccomplished. Therefore the Board is
nol objecting to Ibe ORR on Ibe grounds
Ibat Inadequacies were found: some
could always be present. The Board
linds Ibat an adequate Operational
Readiness Review, to con finn existence
of an adequate level of safety at the

I
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planned time of operations, could not be
performed al the time of DOE's review.
DOE was unable to adequately address
specific Board requirements set forth in
Recommends tion 90-4 and the review

Itemized safety deliclencles sllll extsting
in seven major categories. DOE
recognizes Ibat it has not completed an

edequate ORR for Building 5S9, end will
have to schedule furlher action loward
this end prior to reswnption of
plutonium operallons in the building,
Its independent observation and the

information it had o)Jtalned in Ihe
course of numerous briefings (two of

Ibem public) cause Ihe Board 10 agree
with EGlkG and DOE and Ibeir experte
that Ihe plutonlum operations in buIldlng
5S9 can be resumed wllboul risk to
persons orr sile, However. while a
number of corrective actions were

identified, It still remalne 10 be
confirmed Ib.t workers on sile will be
adequately prolecled,
Since DOE has alaled Ibal the ORR of
building 559 wlllael Ibe standard for Ibe
following buildings, It ie essenlial Ibal
before operatione wllb plulonlum are
resumed, ibis liral ORR be pedormed In
a manner Ibal properly adheres 10 the
Implemenlation Plan aubmilled to Ibe
Board, Accordingly, Ibe Board
recommends Ibal:
1, A DOE ORR leam, Including a
Senior Advisory Group, using as many
as may stili be available of Ibe orlglnal
members, complele Ibe ORR for building
559, but only when (a) DOE has'
adequate reason to belleva Ibal the
deficiencies It haa idenllfied during Its
original ORR have been cOrrected or are
approprialely near cloeure wilb credJbla
timetables lowerd closure, and (b)
EGlkG has Issued a Readinees I'"
Proceed Memorandum requesting DOE
approval for resumption of plulonlum
operations in Ibe buIlding, 'eubJeel to
acheduled elimination of.lbe
deficiencies.

2. The DOE ORR learn continue lis
review consistent with the requirements
of Ibe Recommendatlol' 90-4, e.nd Its

Implementation Plan. Namely.lbal the
review be struclured 10 Include. but nol
be limited 10, Ihe foilowlng Items:
• Independent assessment of the

adequacy and correctness of process
and utility eyetems operaling ,
. procedures. Consistenl with the
contraetor's operating philosophy, Ibese
procedures ahould be In sufficlenl delail
10 permit the use of Ibe "procedural
compliance" concept.

I

• Assessmenl of Iba lelrel of
knowledge achieved duiing operator
requalificatlon as evidenced by review
Qf cxam:inolion questions and·'"

examination results, and by aelectlve

Federal Register
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Operating Safety Requirements.

• Verification that all plant chonges
including modifications of vital safety

8lWHQ

• Examination of records of tests and

calibration ofsafety systems and other
instnunenta monitoring Limiting I . I
Conditions of Opel'ation or that satisfy

[FR Doc. 91-24206 Filed lo-'-ll1; 8,45 sm]

systems plutonium processing

workstations have been reviewed for
potential impact on procedures. training
and requalification, and that training

and requalification have been done
using the revised procedures.
• Examination of each building's

Final Safety Analysis Report to ensure
thot the description of the plant and
procedures and the accident onalysis
are consistent with the plant as affected
by 8sfety related modifications made
during the outage. period.
S, The DOE ORR team include in its
finol report 8 description of remaining
Issuel which require closure. if any. and
an overaU conclusion of readiness for
Building SSg to resume operations.

4, EG&G and DOE complete their
assessment of compliance .with DOE

safety ord.... at Building 559. ond their
implementation of any compensatory
meosurea that may be needed to achieve

;,

I

8urrtcient clollure of nfety dcficienclti1l to
"ensure adequate proteclion of the public
health and .sfety" at the time of restart.
Sincerely,
John T. Conway,
Chairman,
Enclosure

oral examinations of operators by

members of the review group.

.' .
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the objectives of compHance. as
necessary and appropriate for .
resumption of plutonium operations in
Building 559.
John T. Conway•
Chor'tman.· .
AppeodiX-1numnittal Letter to the

SecreIAry oi ~

SeptemQe' 30. llll11.

The Honorabl.e lame. D. Wlltkim:.

.

SCCrolary of En-'V. Woshington, DC 20585,
Oear Mr. Secretary: On September 30, 1991.

the Defenle Nuclear Facilities Sa.fety Board.

in acCordance with 42 U.s:c. I 2288a{SJ.
approved Recommendation 91-4 which i8
encloled for your consideration.

42 U's,c.I 2286dla) require. the Board,
efter receipt by you. to promptly make this
recommendetion ~v8i1able to the public'in
the Department of Energy', re~ion81 public
reeding room•. The Board believelil the
recommendation contllintl no infonnalion
which i. cllltllified or otherwise restricted. To

the extent this ~commendation does not
Include information restricted by DOE undor
the AtomIc Energy Act of 1954, 42 U.S.C.
112161-68, 8somended. plea.se arrange to
have thi. recommendalion promptly placed
on file In your regional public reading rooms.
The .Board intends to pubJish lhls
recommendatiQn in the Feder~l Register.
The Board will continue t9 .c1psely lol!ow
Ihe progress made by the contractor In
correcting safety deficiencies' and activitie8
of nOE in conducting and concluding 118
ORR~ Most importantly. the Board will'be '.'
looking to assure itself that during the ORR'
process,:and subsequcn!ly) ther.e:has bellO .
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